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Abstract. Topic and emotion are two essential elements in poetry creation, and
also have critical impact on the quality of poetry. Inspired by this motivation, we
propose a novel model to inject rich topics and emotions into modern Chinese
poetry generation simultaneously in this paper. For this purpose, our model lever-
ages three novel mechanisms including 1) learning specific emotion embeddings
and incorporate them into decoding process; 2) mining latent topics and encode
them via a joint attention mechanism; and 3) enhancing content diversity by en-
couraging coverage scores in beam search process. Experimental results show
that our proposed model can not only generate poems with rich topics and emo-
tions, but can also improve the poeticness of generated poems significantly.
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1 Introduction

As a fascinating writing art, poetry is an important cultural heritage in human history
since its unique elegance and conciseness. Poetry generation has become a hot and
challenging task in recent years which attracts lots of researchers in artificial intelli-
gence field, partially because it’s a typical study case for constrained Natural Language
Generation (NLG) research. The past few years have witnessed lots of interesting ap-
proaches focusing on classical Chinese poetry generation including quatrain and lüshi
[19, 23, 25], which have specific phonological or structural patterns to follow. Different
from that, modern poetry is more flexible in style and length, and easier to understand
and transmit. There are also a few works on modern Chinese poetry generation, such as
XiaoIce [3]. XiaoIce generates poetry based on keywords extracted from pictures and
uses a hierarchical model with two levels of LSTM [6] to maintain both the fluency of
sentences and the coherence between sentences.

Although these methods can generate fluent Chinese poems with semantic consis-
tency and tonal patterns, they do not give enough attention to topic and emotion, which
are very essential and important aspects of human-created poems. Fig. 1 shows a poem
written by a well-known poet Dai Wangshu1. We can see the poem has a specific topic
on “lane in the rain” and reflects obvious “sadness” emotion. The emotion is expressed
by words like “alone” and “solitary” that can deepen the topic expression. Correspond-
ingly, there is a consistent emotion enhancement given by topic words like “oil-paper

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dai Wangshu
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Fig. 1. An example of poems written by human.

unbrella” and “lilacs”. Indeed, topic and emotion are complementary in poems and
make poems impressive and imaginary together.

Motivated by this, we propose a novel model to generate modern Chinese poems
with rich topic and emotion simultaneously. Inspired by methods dealing with conver-
sation generation [7, 21], we modify the basic sequence to sequence [17] (seq2seq for
short) framework. To incorporate distinct emotions and latent topics into poetry, we
leverage embeddings for different emotions and a joint attention mechanism for vari-
ous topics. Experimental results show an obvious increase in perception of emotion and
topic in our generated poems. And by injecting both, the poeticness of generated poems
is improved significantly. Our contributions are as follows:

– We achieve emotional poetry generation by adding embedding of distinct emotion
categories to the decoder in basic seq2seq model.

– By mining latent topics from poems and adding a joint attention mechanism, we
generate poems with distinct topics.

– We leverage a coverage decoder to enhance the effect of topic and emotion and
generate long and diverse poems.

2 Background

Most of poetry generation works [4, 19, 25] are constructed from an attention based
seq2seq model with LSTM. The encoder receives input sequence X = {xt}Tt=1 and
converts it into hidden state sequence H = {ht}Tt=1, where ht is:

ht = LSTM(ht−1, xt). (1)

According to the work [19], when generating the current line lc = {wc,j}nj=1, where
wc,j is the jth word of this line, they take former m lines as context and keywords of
current line as inputs. Formally, the context is tokenized lines L = {lc−i}mi=1, where c−
i > 0, and keywords K = {kc,q}pq=1 are extracted base on simple keyword extraction
method (TFIDF or TextRank [14]), where kc,q is the qth keywords of this line. These
two parts form the total inputs, i.e. X = L ∪K. And during the decoding procedure,
the decoder also uses LSTM and decoder states h′s are updated as:

h′s = LSTM(h′s−1, [ys−1; cs]), (2)
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where h′s−1 and ys−1 are the previous LSTM hidden state and decoded word respec-
tively and [ys−1; cs] is the concatenation of the word embedding ys−1 and context vec-
tor cs. cs is computed as a weighted sum of ht according to the work [1]:

cs =

T∑
t

astht, (3)

ast =
exp (est)∑T
i=1 exp (esi)

, (4)

est =v
T
a tanh(Wah

′
s−1 + Uaht). (5)

where ast is the weight of ht and est is an alignment model that scores the matching
degree between h′s−1 and ht. The probability of the next generated word will be given
by:

p(ys|y1, y2, ..., ys−1, cs) = g(h′s), (6)

where g is a nonlinear function. During inference, beam search is used to choose more
reasonable words.

3 Proposed Model

3.1 Model Overview

Different from previous approaches, our model takes as encoder inputs not only tok-
enized history lines L and keywords K, but also emotion embeddings e of lines and
topic representations t of poems. Fig. 2 shows our model structure of modern Chinese
poetry generation. The lower bidirectional LSTM represents the encoder and the upper
one denotes the decoder. To incorporate emotion information, emotion category embed-
dings e (oval regions with dotted line) are concatenated with each decoder cell input.
To generate poems with topic, we mine latent topics and represent them as explicit
topic words, then leverage a joint attention mechanism (adding topic attention) to better
integrate topic information.

3.2 Generation with Emotion

To generate poems with emotion, we modify the decoder in Equation (2) to:

h′s = LSTM(h′s−1, [ys−1; e; cs]), (7)

where [ys−1; e; cs] is the concatenation of the word embedding ys−1, emotion embed-
ding e and context vector cs. In this way, emotion information is incorporated (oval
regions in Fig. 2). Note that the emotion embedding is a random initialized vector and
corresponds to the emotion category of the current line, so all word embeddings con-
catenate with the same emotion embedding e.

In order to obtain emotion labels for poem lines, we employ a simple lexicon-based
emotion classifier [12], which achieves 88% accuracy. Suppose that each line of poems
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Fig. 2. The overall structure of our proposed poetry generation model.

can be classified into one of the following seven emotion categories: Happiness, Anger,
Sadness, Fear, Disgust, Surprise and Neutral. We employ emotion vocabulary lists [22]
that contain separate categories of emotion words. For emotion labeling, a line con-
taining words from a specific emotion category will be assigned to the corresponding
emotion category.

We also attempt to build a classifier on an annotated emotion dataset, consisting of
NLPCC 20132&20143 Chinese Weibo emotion recognition datasets, via fastText [8],
but find it is unsuitable for our task (whose accuracy is only 78%). It may result from
not only the severe asymmetry of NLPCC dataset (Fear (1.5%) and Surprise (4.4%)
account for small proportions), but also the inconsistency of domains. Considering the
emotions expressed in poems are often simple, we take the lexicon-based method in
labeling.

3.3 Generation with Topic

To express specific topics in generation, we need to solve following three basic prob-
lems: how to mine latent topics from poetry corpus, how to represent latent topics, and
how to incorporate topics into generation process.

Firstly, suppose that each poem can be assigned to a latent topic, and all topics are
distinguished by ids. To realize generation with topic, we firstly use a framework com-
bining LightLDA [24] and K-Means algorithm [2] to mine latent topics. LightLDA is
an open source distributed system for large scale topic modeling and computes the topic
distribution for each poem. By transforming the outputs of LightLDA into features, we
adopt K-Means algorithm for poetry clustering and obtain latent topic ids for all poems.

2 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2013/dldoc/evsam02.zip
3 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2014/dldoc/evtestdata1.zip
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Secondly, summarizing high frequent topic word list for each latent topic, we use
explicit topic words via random or deliberate selection as latent topic representations.
Random selection strategy assigns the same probability to topic words. In contrast, for
deliberate selection, we firstly keep words of nouns, adjectives and adverbs, then sample
topic words based on their frequencies.

Thirdly, we add another attention for topic to form a joint attention mechanism.
Topic attention leverages hidden states of latent topic representations as topic embed-
dings together with keywords (topic attention in Fig. 2). As Equation (8) shows, both
context and topic vectors can jointly impact the poetry generation:

h′s = LSTM(h′s−1, [ys−1; e; cs; c
′
s]), (8)

where c′s represents the topic context vector and is calculated by

c′s =
∑W

w=1
aswew, (9)

where ew represents the embedding of keyword or topic word and W is the number of
these words. Attention weights asw is computed by

asw =
exp (esw)∑W
i=1 exp (esi)

. (10)

The calculation of esw is similar to Equation (5).

3.4 Coverage Decoder

To generate poems with diverse content and enhance the expression of topic and emo-
tion, we incorporate the coverage score into beam search procedure. Compared to the
coverage model proposed by the work [18], coverage score includes no extra models.
Moreover, it is applied to each decoding step instead of involving in complex reranking
procedures [20]. In detail, we define the coverage score cst of tth word in source se-
quence as the total sum of the past attention values [11]. Similarly, the coverage score
csw of wth word in keyword and topic word sequence is the sum of past topic attention
values. Taking Y = {ys}Ss=1 as target sequence, cst and csw can be computed by

cst =
∑S

s=1
ast (11)

csw =
∑S

s=1
asw, (12)

where ast and asw are the context attention weight and the topic attention weight. And
the coverage score of this sentence pair (X,Y ) is defined by

c(X,Y ) =
∑T

t=1
logmax(cst, β) +

∑W

w=1
logmax(csw, β), (13)

where β is a hyper-parameter for model warm-up, which makes the model easy to run
in the first few decoding steps [11]. For decoding, the total probability is modified as:

s(X,Y ) = (1− α) · logP (Y |X) + α · c(X,Y ), (14)

where α is the linear interpolation coefficient and logP (Y |X) is the decoded word
score from Equation (6).
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4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset and Setup

We collect 263,870 modern Chinese poems and lyrics of songs that contain 9,211,510
lines in total. Then we use TFIDF to extract keywords. For all poems, we first tokenize
each line into words, then take the 54,500 most frequently used words as our vocabulary.
To construct our dataset, we hold out 10% for validation and 10% for automatic evalu-
ation, and the rest 80% for training. For human evaluation, we sample 25 poems from
evaluation set, and manually check their keywords. To train our model, we use Adam
[9] optimizer with batch size set to 512 and learning rate set to 3e-4. Hyper-parameters
are listed in Table 1. We tuned these hyper-parameters based on our validation set.

Table 1. Hyper-parameters.

Symbol Meaning Value
|x| Word embedding dimension 128
|h| Encoder hidden size 128
|h′| Decoder hidden size 128
l Number of LSTM layers 4
m Number of context lines 2
|e| Emotion embedding dimension 5
α Coefficient parameter in coverage decoder 0.6
β Warm-up parameter in coverage decoder 0.4
K Number of poetry clusters in K-Means 25
r Dropout rate 0.3

Note that word embeddings are pretrained by word2vec [15] with poetry corpus.
And we choose the seq2seq+attention model mentioned in Section 2 as our baseline.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

Automatic Evaluation We choose five automatic evaluation metrics:
Average sentence length (ASL): it reflects the average sentence length of poems.

A higher ASL means poems are longer and contain more content.
Distinct-1/2: it measures whether poems are rich in content. A higher distinct-1/2

indicates a higher number of distinct unigrams/bigrams, which represents the informa-
tion and diversity of poems.

Perplexity (PPL): it measures whether the generated poems are fluent and coher-
ent or not. We train a 5-gram character based language model with poetry corpus to
calculate PPL. A lower PPL indicates the generated poem is more fluent.

Emotion word hit-rate: it is the proportion of one specific emotion words to all
emotion words in generated poems. A higher emotion word hit-rate indicates poems
have stronger emotions.

Topic word hit-rate: it is the proportion of one specific topic words to all topic
words in generated poems. A higher topic word hit-rate indicates poems are more the-
matic in this specific topic.
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Human Evaluation We design five standards for human evaluation:
Fluency: it measures whether a single line is fluent. With grammar and syntax er-

rors, a poem that cannot be smoothly read gains a lower score.
Coherence: it reflects the relevance among lines in a poem. If a poem expresses

consistent content, it gains a higher coherence score.
Perception of Emotion: it represents the emotion intensity. The stronger emotion

a poem owns, the higher perception of emotion score it obtains.
Perception of Topic: it denotes the topic intensity. The stronger topic a poem holds,

the higher perception of topic score the poem gains.
Poeticness: it reflects the creativity of a poem in poetic aspect. A higher score means

that it leaves a more striking impression on readers.

4.3 Results for Generation with Emotion

In inference time, we assign one emotion category each time and compare generated
poems with baseline. Results are listed in Table 2: first row records emotion word hit-
rate of poems generated by baseline, and all other rows record word hit-rate of poems
with different emotions generated by our model. And each column denotes word hit-
rate of a specific emotion. Taking the last row as an example, we generate poems in
Surprise emotion and count emotion words separately based on emotion categories:
these poems contain 0% Anger emotion words but 76.06% Surprise emotion words, so
they express the most strongest Surprise emotion as expected.

Table 2. Emotion word hit-rate results with emotion embeddings.

Approaches Happiness Anger Sadness Fear Disgust Surprise
Baseline .2117 .0061 .4172 .0399 .3098 .0153
+Happiness .8209 .0081 .0843 .0183 .0650 .0034
+Anger .1792 .4309 .0555 .1223 .2110 .0011
+Sadness .0422 .0004 .8654 .0110 .0748 .0062
+Fear .0696 .0251 .0743 .7060 .1226 .0024
+Disgust .0507 .0076 .0910 .0131 .8300 .0076
+Surprise .0372 0 .1050 .0040 .0932 .7606

From Table 2, we can see that when assigning a specific emotion category, the emo-
tion word hit-rate of this category (1) is much higher than baseline, as bold numbers are
much larger than the correspondent numbers of baseline, and (2) obviously dominates
and exceeds emotion word hit-rate of others, as the diagonal line of Table 2 shows.
Hence, it proves that our model can not only learn different emotion representations
correctly but can also generate poems with specific emotion type correctly.

However, we also find that generation with certain emotions seems to cause emo-
tion word hit-rate of others high. For example, when we generate Anger poems, the
emotion word hit-rate of Disgust is also high. To address this, we have excavated sev-
eral explanations. Firstly, we notice that “Sadness”, “Disgust” and “Happiness” occupy
the most part in baseline, which means there exist some biases in training corpus, and
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they will affect the generation with emotions. Secondly, human emotions are compli-
cated and sometimes concurrent. Thirdly, our weak emotion labeling approach may
also bring some negative influences into generation procedure. Finally, all these three
reasons may jointly impact the generation procedure and cause the emotion interaction.

4.4 Results for Generation with Topic

To evaluate generation with topic, we compare three different approaches with baseline.
Topic Attention with Latent Topic Ids (TA-ID): leveraging a joint attention mech-

anism and taking keywords and latent topic ids as topic attention inputs.
Topic Attention with Topic Words Randomly Selected (TA-RSW): replacing

latent topic ids with randomly selected topic words as input for the topic attention.
Topic Attention with Topic Words Deliberately Selected (TA-DSW): using de-

liberately selected topic words as input instead of random ones.
We use topic ids to briefly represent latent topics from Topic 1 to Topic 25. By

assigning specific topics to these models, we generate poems and summarize the results
of topic word hit-rate in Table 3. Different rows denote different models and different
columns denote the assigned topics to models. For example, when generating with Topic
10, the TA-ID approach obtains 2.57% topic word hit rate on Topic 10.

Table 3. Topic word hit-rate results with latent topics.

Approaches Topic 1 Topic 5 Topic 10 Topic 15 Topic 20 Topic 25
Baseline .0346 .0189 .0193 .0251 .0235 .0221
TA-ID .0565 .0335 .0257 .0329 .0290 .0385
TA-RSW .0859 .0701 .0516 .0710 .0678 .0760
TA-DSW .1661 .1656 .1643 .2159 .1780 .1694

From Table 3, we observe following interesting results. Firstly, compared with base-
line, all our proposed three approaches improve the topic word hit-rate in different
degrees, which suggests incorporating topics via joint attention mechanism is suffi-
ciently feasible. Secondly, TA-RSW and TA-DSW perform better than TA-ID, which
indicates that representing latent topics with explicit words is better than implicit topic
ids. Thirdly, TA-DSW achieves the best performance and exceeds TA-RSW signifi-
cantly by 10.61%, which proves our deliberate selection strategy for topic words is also
effective. In a word, our model can generate more thematic poems, and all results are
also consistent with our initial motivation in Section 3.3.

4.5 Results for Coverage Decoder

We compare beam search and coverage decoder in Table 4. And we can see that when
using coverage decoder, ASL increases by 12.6%, and distinct-1/2 rise by 4.7% and
8.9% respectively. Meanwhile, PPL changes subtly. The results confirm that, coverage
decoder can effectively help increase ASL and diversity of poems without sacrificing
fluency.
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Table 4. Comparison between beam search decoder and coverage decoder.

decoder ASL distinct-1 distinct-2 PPL
beam search 5.62 .383 .821 49.98
+coverage decoder 6.33 .401(+4.7%) .894(+8.9%) 51.22

4.6 Human Evaluation

To further evaluate and understand our model from the point of emotion and topic, we
generate 100 poems by four distinct models: baseline, model with emotion, model with
topic and model with the both. For each model, we generate 25 poems with the same 25
groups of input keywords and get 100 poems in total. For emotion and topic generation,
we assign a specific emotion and topic each time. All these poems are evaluated by
8 highly educated evaluators, poetry enthusiasts. Each evaluator needs to evaluate 100
poems. Five human evaluation standards as previously mentioned are scored between 1
to 5 and a higher score indicates better poem quality. And results are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Human evaluation in Fluency, Coherence, Emotion, Topic and Poeticness.

From Fig. 3, we can get following results. Firstly, the model with emotion obtains
0.45 higher than baseline in Emotion score, meanwhile, the model with topic achieves
0.16 higher than baseline in Topic score. This proves that generated poems are more
emotional and thematic respectively. Secondly, we find the model with both emotion
and topic outperforms the model with emotion or topic only, which proves that emotion
and topic complement each other and enhance each other. Thirdly, model with both
emotion and topic gains the overall highest Poeticness score, which proves that our
initial motivation is correct that good poems should have topic and emotion simulta-
neously. Note that Fluency and Coherence scores of the model with emotion decrease
because it may employ some highly frequent emotion words, which are possibly not
suitable.

4.7 Case Study

We present three poems generated by different models but with the same keywords in
Fig. 4 for case study. Fig. 4(a) shows a poem only with Sadness emotion since there
are words like “missing”, “disappear” and “memories”. As for Fig. 4(b) with automat-
ically selected topic, it seems to be more colorful and ample in topic, while moderate
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in emotion. The last one in Fig. 4(c) represents a poem generated with both Sadness
emotion and automatically selected topic, which strengthens not only the expression of
Sadness emotion, but also the topic of missing. In conclusion, our proposed model can
generate creative and impressive poems with rich topic and emotion. We also realize
that sometimes there exist some over-expressed issues in generated poems, which may
be alleviated by using some post-editing techniques and considering basic composition
structures. And there are more complex emotions other than seven emotion types, such
as a compounded of Happiness and Surprise. We will try out these ideas in the future.

Fig. 4. Examples generated by models with emotion, topic and both. The keywords are identical.

5 Related Work

Poetry generation is a vital task in NLG. Considering semantics and textual structure,
[16] proposes a poetry generation system based on a set of grammar rules, sentence tem-
plates and strategies. The second type of researches is based on genetic algorithms [13],
which aims to meet the restricted poetry properties including grammaticality, mean-
ingfulness and poeticness. Besides, there are approaches guided by statistical machine
translation methods [5].

With increasing popularity of deep learning methods, neural network based meth-
ods have been proved to be valid to deal with this problem. [25] utilize a recurrent
neural network (RNN) to jointly learn content selection and surface realization. [19]
propose a two-stage poetry generation method which first plans keywords for poems
and then generates poem lines according to these keywords based on seq2seq model.
By integrating a finite state acceptor with basic RNN, [4] propose a method that allows
users to revise and polish the generated poems in different styles. And [23] propose a
SPG model to generate stylistic poems.

As for incorporating emotions and topics in NLG, there exists some similar stud-
ies in conversation generation. [10] propose a persona-based model to encode personas
and speaking styles of different speakers, and then response consistently during multi-
ple conversational interactions. Considering incorporating topic information into gen-
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eration procedure, [21] leverage prior topic knowledge and make use of a joint atten-
tion mechanism to generate more informative and interesting responses. [26] propose a
more complete method to express emotional responses by emotional chatting machine
(ECM), which can generate proper responses in both content and emotion. Facing real
customer care conversation problem, [7] create a tone-aware model with tone indicator
added for generating not only grammatically correct, but also highly user experienced
responses. Different from previous studies, we propose a poetry generation model in-
corporating topic and emotion simultaneously and use coverage decoder to enhance.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel model for modern Chinese poetry generation. To
generate poems with rich topic and emotion, we employ mainly three mechanisms, in-
cluding emotion embeddings, a joint attention mechanism and a coverage decoder. Both
automatic and human evaluation results show our model can generate long and diverse
poems not only with specific emotions, but also with rich topics. And the poeticness
of generated poems is also improved a lot. Considering poets usually have refinement
process during creation, we will explore some automatic post-editing techniques to fur-
ther improve the poem quality. Apart from that, we’re also trying to learn the basic
composition thinking of poets, to bring some content structures (introduction, elucida-
tion, transition and summing up) into poetry generation. We will explore these ideas in
future.
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